CURRENT DEATH TOLL & MISSING PERSONS

Coalitions of Urban Search and Rescue (USAR) are faced with unprecedented logistical challenges in trying to access hard-to-reach areas with widely dispersed numbers of transient and undocumented populations. NEMA can only offer facts reported by Royal Bahamas Police Force. Updates will be ongoing.

OFFICIAL DEATH COUNT

67
(more expected)

status pending

MISSING PERSONS
HELP DESK

SHELTERED PERSONS

NEW PROVIDENCE

5
777
Shelters
Persons

GRAND BAHAMA

*Shelter deactivated due to lack of use.

ABACO

*Shelter deactivated due to compromised buildings.

ELEUTHERA

*1 Privately managed shelter. Statistics not available.

2,611

FOOD COUPONS STATISTICS

The Department of Social Services has been issuing $100.00 food vouchers to persons affected by the storm. They have assisted the following numbers of people as of October 23, 2019

15 islands open for business

The Bahamas has 16 main islands. By visiting our islands you are supporting The Bahamas’ recovery.